
 
The VAP – Venice Art Projects – spaces reopen  
from 7 May | Venice, Sestiere di Castello  
 
After the winter break, Tuesday 7 May 2019 will mark the public reopening of 
the exhibition spaces together known as VAP – Venice Art Projects: the 
start-up founded two years ago with the aim of presenting and promoting 
artists, contemporary art, design and performing arts in its spaces, 
comprising of four ex-crafts workshops in the evocative Sestiere di Castello 
neighbourhood, in the part of Via Garibaldi near the Gardens, now redesigned 
as art spaces.   
  
The space titled VAP 992/A Handle with Care will host a project by the 
Franco-Italian artist Giuseppe Stampone curated by Ilaria Margherita Mannoni, 
as part of the end-of-course exhibition staged by the students of the School for 
Curatorial Studies of Venice: Stampone called upon a group of Italian and 
international artists to reflect on the social, cultural and environmental issues 
concerning Venice, proposing the creation of a participatory map of the city (until 
22 June).   

A little further on, the space VAP 994 hosts Volume 0: a curatorial project about 
indigenous North Americans and Venice: an exhibition held by Zuecca Projects 
and curated by Max Carocci, who has invited two Native American artists of 
international fame, Alan Michelson and Nadia Myre, to respond to Renaissance 
depictions of the Amerindians with site-specific works (until 30 June).  

VAP 996 sees the opening of the parallel universe of Miniscule Venice: over 200 
artists responded to the invitation of the artist Vanya Balogh to create a small art 
object, limited only by size – no larger than a common matchbox. The result is a 
miniature cabinet of curiosities (until 21 July).   

Lastly, the space VAP 1830 will feature Artist Series: a title that brings together 
four different exhibition projects: L.E.M.O.W., a travelling art gallery, which after 
Paris and Brussels will come to Venice to present limited editions and original 
multiple works by contemporary artists; Post Modern Collection, a collection of 
postcard-size artworks by artists and designers; Bichel Éditions, a recently 
founded publishing house from Brussels which works largely with emerging 
artists, producing elements ranging from artists’ books, comics, graphics and 
design; Exotic Botanical, where art and kokedama – the Japanese gardening 
method of cultivating ‘mini unpotted bonsai’ – come together (until 31 
December).  
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